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the classroom session took place after the first part of the semester, in which psts studied topics related to elementary and middle school algebra and algebraic thinking. in the classroom session, psts were given a sample of student work and were asked to analyze their own work in relation to the sample. psts were asked to discuss the generalizations,
justifications, and mathematical reasoning they noticed in their own work. after class, psts recorded their own and each other’s analysis in a formative evaluation. psts conducted a formative evaluation in the second half of the semester, in which they reflected on the effectiveness of their classroom analysis and provided their own analysis of student

thinking in the context of the course. in this paper, we focus on the data from psts’ classroom analyses. data were collected during the first part of the semester, during which psts studied topics related to elementary and middle school algebra and algebraic thinking. in the classroom session, psts were given a sample of student work and were asked to
analyze their own work in relation to the sample. psts discussed activities and strategies that support generalizing patterns and reflected on the validity of provided justifications in the context of their own mathematical work and analyses of student work they conducted. in the context of the design of cas, a number of studies have focused on clarifying

the nature of generalizing and justifying in the mathematics classroom (e.g., berry et al., 2009 ; di salvo et al., 2016 ; kuzniar & petersen, 2006 ; zambak, 2006 ).
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the mathematical content focus of the present study is in line with those of the ( in-depth study of pre algebra 2 zambak pdf algebraic thinking in mathematics classrooms by al-rawi, et al. (2018) and the study of pattern generalization by gabler, et al. (2015). the methodological focus of the present study is in line with those of the current study of
brunner, et al. (2012) exploring the learning outcomes from observing student thinking during elementary grades mathematics instruction, and the studies that applied loughran, et al. (2014) mathematical theory of patterns to teacher education (e.g., zimbalist, 2012). the purpose of the present study is to explicate the nature of student thinking about

generalizations and justifications that can and cannot be captured and interpreted by teachers in pre algebra 2 zambak pdf mathematics classrooms. q 1. what types of mathematical concepts do pre algebra 2 zambak pdf mathematics classrooms frequently engage? we explored this question by analyzing data from 15 pre algebra 2 zambak pdf
mathematics classrooms (11 elementary classrooms and four middle school classrooms). through this analysis, we identified four major mathematical content domains that are represented in pre algebra 2 zambak pdf mathematics classrooms. we discuss these four content domains in the following sections. the sections are framed within the current

theoretical under the umbrella of "statistics", two main categories of mathematics are algebra (algebraic thinking) and statistics (statistical thinking). mathematical thinking is the primary characteristic that distinguishes between a student who solves a problem algebraically and a student who does so by using statistical techniques. there are, however,
many other aspects of mathematical thinking that are embedded in and are represented by the concept of algebraic thinking. one of the most well-known aspects of mathematical thinking is pattern generalization which consists of generalizing a given mathematical pattern. its representation can be found in both algebra and statistics. the

representation of pattern generalization can be concrete, formal, or a combination of the two. for example, a concrete representation of the representation of generalizing a given mathematical pattern is remembering a mathematical formula. a formal representation of the same thing is representing the same mathematical pattern in an abstract way. a
combination of concrete and formal representations would be representing a mathematical pattern by remembering it in a concrete way while applying a mathematical operation (e.g., a linear operation) to it in a formal way. these representations are relatively clear for most students when they are recalling mathematical patterns in mathematics
classroom. however, such representations can easily become fuzzy for some students with the progression of mathematics instruction. during the middle and high school stage, some students may use graphical representations of mathematics to understand and remember mathematical patterns. such representations are not readily discussed in

mathematical texts that represent mathematical patterns in algebra and statistics. this is because such representations are typically used for creating mathematical representations of human and non-human systems (e., ezzy, 2010 ; jo, 2016 ; richards, 2002 ). such mathematical representations are typically intended for specialists in mathematical
research and therefore not readily discussed in mathematics classrooms in primary and secondary schools. 5ec8ef588b
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